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Thesis Asignment
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Statement
I hereby declare that I developed the submited thesis independently and that I have
faithfuly and properly cited al sources used in the thesis project in acordance with the
“Methodological guideline for ethical training of university theses”.
Prague, 24-May-2018
Rafail Afandiyev
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Master Thesis Abstract
We know that appropriate light during the day is critical in maintaining key aspects of our over-
al health. Life on earth is depended on the light which comes from the sun. This project explores 
both the qualitative and quantitative atributes of light to the beneåt of humans and plants 
through the development of a conservatory where people can enjoy the daylight and the plants 
that depend on it as a source of energy. Observing Prague climate data and explore the city-gar-
den relationship, to design integrated daylight design on Prague botanical garden conservatory 
is the main aim of the thesis project. The project also focuses on the inside-outside relationship 
to ånd out the common point on conservatory to answer why we conserve the plants which 
belong to diferent climate beside of educational and research purpose.
The curvilinear conservatory structures have ben designed with sustainable as a starting point, 
with every consideration such as diferent climatic conditions given to pasive climate control 
techniques. A computer-controled shading system have ben integrated into the fabric of the 
building to efåciently maintain the climate within.
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Project Introduction
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Life on earth is posible due to the energy from the sun. One of the key ingredients of the 
energy received from the sun comes to us in the form of light. Both ýora and the human spe-
cies are dependent on light. In addition to an energy source, humans ned light to se the 
world around us; we experience delight in the qualities light ofers as it iluminates our world. 
This project explores both the qualitative and quantitative atributes of light to the beneåt of 
humans and plants through the development of a conservatory where people can enjoy light 
and the plants that depend on it as a source of energy. The project site is located in Prague 7 
Troja on the upper land owned by the Botanical gardens. 
Although light is a primary focus of this design asignment the project shal also be developed 
as a public facility available to the residents of Prague and the Czech Republic. The conservato-
ry shal support casual visits by the public as wel as educational role in teaching the public, par-
ticularly children, about the role of plants in our living environment. 
Description of the project 
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Theoretical research on conservatories and daylighting
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Daylight
Daylight is the natural ight of the day, the mix of al direct and indirect sunligt. This includes direct sunlight dif-
fuse sky radiation, and both of these reýected by the Earth and objects on earth. Generaly, reýected sunlight by ob-
jects in outdoor isn't thought about daylight. However, daylight excludes moonlight, despite it being indirect sun-
light. Daytime is the period of time each day when daylight actualize. The reason daylight ocurs because Earth ro-
tates, and either side on which the Sun shines is considered daylight. (Christoph Reinhart ,2014). Daylight has ben 
a key factor inýuencing whole life on earth since universe had beginning. Al living organisms have internal 
rhythms that control celular functions and physiological proceses. These natural rhythmic cycles act as a type of 
clock that orders when and how our bodies do almost everything — ned food, get thirsty, create energy, stay alert, 
fal aslep, control mood, sustain body temperature and more. Prior to the invention of artiåcial ight, which 
placed light a "switch" away, humans stayed awake during the period when the sun was up and slept when it set. 
(Light Rhythms, 2009, in experiencelife.com)
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Iluminance 
Iluminance is the amount of light that fals on a object around us, measured in footcandles 
or ýux. It is material property of the surface or object. Iluminance is important in architecture as it is what 
gives form its perceptible qualities to the human eye, and gives sense of space. It alows us to navigate through 
space, also perform tasks in space. Iluminance plays a large role in our emotional response in architecture. Ilu-
minance was formerly often caled brightnes, but this leads to confusion with other uses of the word. “Bright-
nes” should never be used for quantitative description, but only for nonquantitative references to physiologi-
cal sensations and perceptions of light. (htp:/www.ledke.com/what-is-iluminance-deånition/ ). There is 
evels of iluminance which can also be used to create hierarchy in space, through changeable lighting levels. 
Luminance 
Luminance is the amount of light reýected from a surface. It is measured in foot-lambert or candela per square 
meter, and is dependent upon the material color and surface texture. Luminance plays a important role in ma-
terial selection in architecture, as the color of surfaces can have a large efect on how light is distributed 
around the space. ( academia.edu.com ) Here surfaces become secondary light sources and they can reýect 
light. It is like how a ful moon reýects the sun’s light onto the earth. 
Color and Temperature 
The color and temparature of light is closely linked to our perceptions of time and space. Cool, blue light is aso-
ciated with sunrise and morning sun, while warm light is asociated with evening sun and sunset. “Our circadi-
an rhythms are governed by a daily cycle of light and dark whose nuanced colors evolve with the pasing of 
time.” We can estimate the time of day and year based on the color of light, and the position of the sun. Use of ar-
tiåcial ight in architecture can be used to alter our perceptions of time, and to create diferent moods. 
Density 
Lighting density controls the activity of space. The arangement of lighting can be used to aid in circulation, 
direct the eye to a speciåc place, or create a spatial hierarchy. The placement of light sources can be grouped 
into thre typologies: linear, random and organized patern. Linear organization creates a single linear light 
from one or multiple light sources. Up close, individual ights can be sen on an LED strip, but from far away, the 
light is sen as one continuous strip of light. In random organization, the placement of lights folows no logical 
patern, while in an organized patern, some form of geometric logic is folowed. On a larger scale, lighting den-
sityrelates to development and economic prosperity. The largest amounts of light polution can be found in 
cities, which are highly developed and wealthy. 
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Qualitative and Quantitative Daylight Aspects
 Daylight has ben an important design factor since the beginning of architectural practice, though qualitative
 concerns, such as atmosphere and efect, have largely inýuential quantitative considerations such as functional
and thermal optimization. This inequity has only widened as architectural and enginering disciplines become in-
 creasingly specialized, such that architects are entirely responsible for qualitative design aspects while enginers
 are responsible for quantitative maters. However, depending on the context of the project, daylight quality and
 quantity may have diferent weights. Therefore, the purpose of this body of work was to initiate the design of a
Floral Conservatory, design which acount for and encourage overlap betwen qualitative and quantitative fac-
 .tors throughout the design proces
 Light quantity also depend on light intensity, is the total amount of light supplied to the plant, which is then used
 .for photosynthesis; up to a point the high light quantity the more energy a plant can sequester in photosynthesis
Light quality refers to the wavelengths of light supplied (i.e. color of light), for example red light has wavelengths
 betwen about 630-700 nanometers, far red light is 705-740 nm, blue light is at 400-450 nm, and ultraviolet A is
 315-400 nm. Plants can respond to diferent colors of light by changing their growth form – a high fraction of
far-red light (from incandescent lamps or as shaded by other plants) causes plants to stretch excesively. High frac-
 (tion of blue light (such as from ýuorescent or metal halide lights) can cause shorter plants (Neil Matson, 2014
 How to measure light quantity, humans and plants se light diferently. Humans se gren light most easily (peak
 at 50 nm) and it takes a comparatively smal amount of light for us to se wel. For photosynthesis, plants use
light betwen 400-700 nm, and the more light and more. Because of this, ways of measuring light for humans (ex-
 .ample foot candles) are not appropriate for plants
htp:/www.grenhouse.cornel.edu/crops/factshets/SuppLight.pdf
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A conservatory is an architectural space having mainly of transparent material or tarpaulin rooång used as a
 sunroom for plants in which require regulated climatic conditions are grown. A more scientiåc description is “a
covered structure that protects the plants from extensive external climate conditions and diseases, creates op-
timal growth microenvironment, and ofers a ýexible solution for sustainable and efåcient year-round cultiva-
 tion.” ( Shamhiri, Ramina, Kalantari,2018 ) Mostly conservatories confused with grenhouses. If one wants to
 look at the deånition of a conservatory, probably it wil state that it is a grenhouse. Both are transparent
 rooms in which vegetations can be grown. “But just as a violin and a åddle are the similar instruments, and
they have exactly same shape. But when they are played makes al the diference. With the same way, some con-
 “.servatories are used that distinguishes it from grenhouses designed exclusively for the growing of plants
 While some grenhouses suggest design structures that set them apart from the purely useful, they usualy
 are not considered to be living spaces so do not ofer the comforts we suppose from the environments in
 .which we live
A conservatory on the other hand is suitable not only for growing plants, but also have the chance for a count-
 .les of activities. It can be extra siting room, study room, even wedding salon
So generaly, in Botanical gardens, conservatory have used for exhibition of plants which are belonged diferent
 climatic zone. Conservatories originated in the 16th century when rich landlords wanted to cultivate citrus
 fruits such as lemons and oranges that available their dinner tables brought by selers from the Mediteranean
 regions. Public conservatories became popular in the early 19th century which was the golden age of botanic
 conservatories, mainly in England.” English conservatories were the product of English love of gardening and
new technology in glas and heating technology”. (Antrim & Morice 2008). Many of the glorious public con-
 servatories, built of iron and glas, are the product of this century. Kew Gardens in London is a perfect case of a
 .large grenhouse used for growing rare vegetations
Conservatory
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Site Analysis
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Sun Direction Monthly in Prague
Latitude: +50.08 (50°04'48"N)
Longitude: +14.43 (14°25'48"E)
Prague located at 50°6'N, 14°15'E, and atitude is 365
 m. Prague has a marine west coast climate that is
 mild with no dry season or warm summers.
 Heavy precipitation happen during mild winters
which are dominated by mid-latitude cyclones. Ac-
cording to the Holdridge life zones system of bio-
 climatic clasiåcation Prague is situated in or
 .near the cool temperate steppe biome
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Case Studies
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Development of Program Facilities
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Design Project
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The concept of design is creating wal which separate city and 
botanical park as an inside outside spaces, to deåne program 
facilities acording to their function and relation with city 
and garden. Direction of wal have ben oriented acording to 
the sun path to enable to get sufåcient daylight for conserva-
tories. The wal also formulates the circulation of visitors 
which has diferent purposes such as educative, garden visit, 
or administrative. Structure of conservatory has ben de-
signed with sustainability as a start point, with every consid-
eration given to pasive climate control techniques.
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Separation wal, åguratively divide city and park in term 
of outside-inside relationship. Existing axes emphasize 
the gate here from inside to outside.
Bending separation wal acording to deåne space on the 
outside and inside.
Bended separation wal alows me to ramp along the wal 
for new pedestrian circulation that visitor can enjoy 
while circulating from inside to outside. 
Wal also deåne the program facility on both sides 
acording to its functionality and relationship of 
the city and park.
The position of the wal has ben adjusted acord-
ing to the sun path which conservatory and 
garden café alocated south side of the wal to get 
more daylight.
The Conservatory has direct aces to the existing 
garden landscape that tropical rainforest, desert 
garden, and Czech Flora garden consist of the con-
servatory which each of them has connectivity to 
understand how landscape form inýuences ecolog-
ical function.
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Axonometric Plan
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